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Summary
• Sports bring unpredictability and a lucrative industry trying to predict the
unpredictable. Past work on predicting outcome for tennis matches focused on
pre-game prediction, we want to apply machine learning to predict tennis
match outcome in-game, after the 1st set and after the 2nd set
• We have four data models: historical data only (pre-game prediction; baseline),
current after set 1 data only (in-game prediction), historical + current after set
1 data (in-game prediction), historical + current after set 2 data (in-game
prediction).
• Models explored: logistic regression, support vector classification (SVC) with
linear, rbf and poly kernel, neural network, Naïve Bayes, Gauss. Dis. Analysis
• Feature selection: recursive feature elimination, principal component analysis
• Findings:
• When you are making in-game prediction with 1st set performance data,
historical performance data do not increase accuracy
• When in-game data are introduced, accuracy and precision both improved
• All models suffer from high bias – feature set does not cover edge cases
• TTL (total points won) is too dominant. We need features that cover cases
where TTL fails to predict
• Future work:
• Extract more features on fatigue and age

Method

How well can we predict tennis matches?

Symmetric Feature Representation

Our best model, which uses both historical and in-game performance with SVC predicts with 88%
accuracy on dev set when 2 sets have been played
Data Model
Historical Data Only
Current, Real-Time Data Only, After Set 1
Historical + Current Data (after Set 1)
Historical + Current Data (after Set 2)

Method
Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression
Linear SVC
Linear SVC

Accuracy
69%
81%
81%
88%

Common Opponent Model for Past Performance
• Identify a set of common opponents between the two
players of a given match
• Compute the average performance of both players against
the common opponent (Ci) for selected features
• Take the difference between average performance

Does using current, real-time info improve accuracy?
It does. Moreover, we found that if we are using current, real-time info, there is really no need for
past performance data. The model that utilizes real-time data after the 1st set is able to have accuracy
on par with that plus historical data. This is given the fact the features from current match are fewer
than historical data, which have been researched extensively.

This method is proposed by Knottenbelt and extended by Sipko to construct
difference variables capturing player characteristics and past performance,
by using their common opponents to achieve a fair comparison.

Edge Cases
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• At least one of the players is new: remove the samples, which is 84 samples out of 1421
matches
• When players do not have any common opponent: we compute the average for each player
(regardless of opponent) and take the difference, which is 74 out of 1421 matches.
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Data Source, Cleaning & Transformation
• Source: We are using two datasets, “ATP Tennis Rankings, Results, and Stats”
and “Tennis Abstract Match Charting Project”. Both datasets are crowdsourced
GitHub repository maintained by Jeff Sackmann.
• Processing:
• Matches from 2000 – 2017 are used as samples (1415 matches)
• No Davis Cup data: group matches may involve strategic move
• Historical performance computed from 14000 matches from 1969 - 2016
• Remove duplicates via match_id: Since both datasets are manually entered
via crowdsourcing, there are some inaccuracy and duplication
• Merge Tennis ATP and Match Charting Project: prediction is made on
Match Charting Project, where as historical performance for both players is
computed from Tennis ATP. Two datasets are merged on player’s first name
and last name, with players with the same names removed manually.

• Two features for the same metric (RANK1, RANK2), or difference between 2 players (RANKDIFF = RANK1
− RANK2)? Based on research [8] [2], we use the difference model for historical performance. For current
match performance, we evaluate with both models and found no difference in terms of accuracy. We
used the difference model for all analysis presented unless noted.

Which features are the most predictive?

Historical Game Feature

Description

Current Game Feature

Description

DURATION

SAME_HANDEDNESS

1 for same handed, 0 for different handed

FSP

First serve success percentage

RANK

Match duration in minutes
Tracking, on average, the frequency of facing
opponents who have the same dominant hand
ATP rank

RANK_PTS

ATP rank points

ACE

Sum of aces

HEIGHT

Player height

DF

Sum of double faults

FSP

First serve success percentage

WIN

Number of winners

ACE

Average number of aces per game

DF

W1SP

Winning on first serve percentage

W2SP

Winning on second serve percentage

RCV

Percentage of receiving points won

BPP

Average number of double faults per game
Average number of break points faced per
game
Average number of break points saved per
game
Break point saving percentage

TTL

Total points won

SVGM

Average number of serve games

SURFACE

Dummy variable for three types of court

W1SP

Winning on first serve percentage

GS

W2SP

Winning on second serve percentage

Dummy variable for if tournament is Grand
Slam

SVPT

Average number of serve points per game

SAME_HANDEDNESS

• TTL (total points won) thus far in the game: This is computed using recursive feature elimination
across our data models and different prediction model. Adding more features only leads to minimal
improvement at best. In most case, having TTL alone almost always yields the best performance.
Other top features include: RCV (% of return points won) from real-time data, BPP (breaking point
saving %) if only historical performance data are used as features
Hist. + Curr – after set 1

Hist. + Curr – after set 1

Historical only

Current after set 1 only

BP_FACED
BP_SAVED

Proposed System

Future Work
Player 1 vs. Player 2

What’s going? Diagnostics with learning curves: High Bias
We observed the problem of high bias (high training error; Small gap between training and test error)
after plotting the learning curves below:

Real-Time stats from
Set 1
Past Performance
Data from Common
Opponent

Historical + Real-Time stats after Set 1
Match
Prediction

Real-Time stats from
Set 1 + Set 2

LinearSVC

Historical + Real-Time stats after Set 2

• To solve for high bias problem, we need more features. Features to be extracted before the final report
include:
• Fatigue: inferred from historical data, through average winning match time and average losing match
time, and current match “time” (through number of points played)
• Age: inferred from historical data, through average age of opponents lost to and average age of
opponents winning, and the relative age difference at time of match

LinearSVC
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